PERSONALIZING
YOUR WORKPLACE EXPERIENCE

An integrated and personalized experience across communities that accelerates business
The workplace is changing. Workers — especially those raised in the digital age — expect a more fulfilling and individualized work experience that blurs the lines between personal and professional.

To attract and retain an increasingly diverse multi-generational workforce, you need a personalized work environment that allows your people to work wherever, however and whenever — all within a secure and manageable environment.

CSC MyWorkStyle enables the next-generation workplace by securely and seamlessly integrating industry-leading applications and technologies across multiple devices and hybrid cloud environments.

Creating a new worker experience

CSC MyWorkStyle offers a range of flexible packages based on the most common workstyles across a variety of industries. Workstyles are designed to provide a starting point for provisioning and addressing the core tools and technologies workers require to accomplish their jobs. Work anywhere, anytime, on any device, using leading mobility features. Foster real-time creativity with innovative communication and collaboration technologies by tapping into community-building social tools. All through a single entry point that’s simple, secure and scalable.

All of our tools and technologies are delivered as a service — and are designed to evolve and adapt as your business needs change. Our experienced consultants provide a wide array of services to support CSC MyWorkStyle deployment, helping to ensure your people, technology and spaces are optimized whether you choose individual offers or workstyle-based editions.
Leverage a powerful ecosystem and seamless integration

CSC provides the best solutions, apps and data to meet the demands of virtually any worker, workspace or industry — wrapped with CSC Services to provide security, tracking, monitoring, quality control and full-surround support.

With a vast network of partners, CSC MyWorkStyle offers targeted solutions that give you access to the shifting and evolving technology universe.

CSC provides a services wrapper that delivers an improved user experience, reduces IT challenges and lowers TCO within a fully managed services model.

We provide a range of flexible user workstyle packages and individual offers that can be designed to address global user needs across a variety of industries.
Solve problems and accelerate business
Empower your workers with CSC MyWorkStyle

One place
CSC helps you create your next-generation workplace by integrating the right mix of best-in-class technologies and solutions that make IT more manageable, more effective and more personal. CSC MyWorkStyle is built on a virtualized infrastructure through a connected multi-cloud platform so workers have secure access to their data and applications on their device of choice.

Enhancing the end-user experience
CSC MyWorkStyle offers the flexibility to allow people to choose the way they work — wherever, however and whenever. Our solutions simplify and enhance the collaborative energy at the intersection of people, spaces and technology — accelerating productivity and driving business outcomes.

Simplifying the complex
Your needs and technology keep evolving, and so do we. CSC MyWorkStyle is delivered as a service, so you can scale up and down as your needs change. Stay up to date on the latest innovations, upgrades and security protocols through our evergreen model. Self-service delivery and support provide users fast access to the services they need to proactively maximize business productivity.

You’re not alone with CSC MyWorkStyle
CSC Consulting and Service Management offerings help you build and manage a comprehensive workplace experience across a variety of industries.

CSC Consulting
• Understanding your business needs and assessing user workstyles, devices, underlying infrastructure and your global environment
• Identifying and deploying the right solutions for your business
• Training your workforce to take full advantage of CSC solutions

CSC Service Management
• Managing IT infrastructure through a zero-touch, smart service model
• Providing ongoing support services to keep your company running smoothly

We’re with you every step of the way as your business grows.

Want to learn more about CSC MyWorkStyle?
Contact your CSC representative today.
www.csc.com/workplace_services
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